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Abstract: Project Manager Soldier Weapons (PM SW) develops, acquires, fields, and sustains new weapon systems for Soldier 
use. The Maneuver Center of Excellence (MCoE) at Fort Benning, Georgia, formally requested a subcompact weapon that 
provides “greater maneuverability in confined spaces [than an assault rifle] and provides more firepower than a pistol.” Product 
Manager Individual Weapons (PM IW), a part of PM SW, enlisted the support of our capstone team to provide a 
recommendation on the feasibility of equipping Soldiers with a commercial-off-the-shelf (COTS) weapon. In its effort to 
inform PM IW’s decision on COTS solutions, the team developed a value model, incorporating user objectives and employing 
commonly-accepted techniques for the base model and swing weight sensitivity analysis. The team also introduced a method 
for conducting sensitivity analysis on the value functions. The result of the effort, the model, will enable PM IW to make better-
informed decisions while considering options.  
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1. Introduction

1.1 Background 

Program Manager Soldier Weapons (PM SW), located at Picatinny Arsenal, NJ, supports Soldiers through the 
development, production, fielding, and sustainment of current and future weapon systems (PM SW, 2016). Product Manager 
Individual Weapons (PM IW), a subsidiary of the PM SW organization, is responsible for current and future rifles, carbines, 
pistols, shotguns, grenade launchers, sniper systems, airburst weapons and other related acquisition/fire control products (PM 
SW, 2016).  

In August of 2015, the Maneuver Center of Excellence (MCoE) revised their Soldier Capabilities Based Assessment, 
identifying the need for a subcompact weapon (SCW) that provides greater maneuverability in confined spaces [than an assault 
rifle] and provides more firepower than a pistol (Small Arms Capabilities Based Assessment, 2015). Since its adoption in 1985, 
the Beretta M9 has served as the primary sidearm of the US Armed Forces (Bame, 2016). Given the evolution of military 
operations over the past decade, the Beretta M9 has become an inadequate sidearm for US military personnel, particularly 
aircrews, vehicle drivers, logistics Soldiers and other non-infantry personnel (Personal Defense Weapon, 2003). In a subsequent 
document, Soldier Modernization Strategy (2015), MCoE elaborated on the need for a more maneuverable and lethal weapon, 
claiming that the SCW would serve as the primary weapon for various vehicle operators.  

Responsible for developing the SCW, PM IW considered obtaining a commercial-off-the-shelf (COTS) weapon 
system to meet the needs of the Army. In doing so, PM IW solicited help from a United States Military Academy (USMA) 
capstone team (the team) to investigate this idea of acquiring a COTS SCW solution for the Army. 

1.2 Initial Problem and Project Scope 

Initially, the capstone team’s objective was to assess and provide a recommendation on a specific COTS weapon 
system that could fulfill the needs of the Army. PM IW requested that the team investigate three categories of SCWs:  short 
barrel rifles (SBRs), submachine guns (SMGs), and personal defense weapons (PDWs). The PM also provided a list of six 
specific systems (two in each category) for the team’s investigation: Daniel Defense MK19 (SBR), FN Herstal P90 (PDW), 
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